Homecoming 2017: Seas the Day

Hunt for the Lion
The Hunt for the Lion will be a competition between classes for students in
grades 9-12. The competition begins Saturday, January 21st at 10am. All clues
will be communicated through the school’s Instagram account. The contest
comes to an end at 7pm on Friday, January 27th. Students, parents, alumni, and
faculty are all encouraged to participate in the Hunt for the Lion. All students
participating in the game should keep their Winston Salem Student ID, or
some form of WSCS identification with them.
RULES:
1. You are not permitted to hide the “Lion” on any individual’s private
property or in any buildings or homes.
2. There are a couple of retail areas within the map, including shopping
centers at the intersection of Peace Haven and Robinhood, as well as
Reynolda Village. If you intend to hide the Lion in one of these areas you
must first speak to the nearby business to gain permission to do so. It
still must remain outdoors and 75% visible.
3. You are not permitted to hide the “Lion” at any school, park, or golf
course.
4. You are not permitted to hide the “Lion” on school grounds.
5. The surface of the “Lion” must be 75% visible from a paved and marked
road.
6. The “Lion” must be hidden completely inside the area drawn on the map.
7. When a grade finds the “Lion” they must immediately text Mr. Warren at
(305) 801-1723. They are required to send a picture of the “Lion” to Mr.
Warren’s phone. The grade then has 90 minutes to hide the “Lion”, create
a new clue, and relay the new clue and new location to Mr. Warren. Mr.
Warren will then post the new clue on the Instagram account @wscslions.
8. Unless information comes directly from a teacher, Mr. Warren, or
@wscslions, consider it a rumor.
9. Any attempt to deceive or mislead other grades through false rumors or
actions, is not in the spirit of the game, and will lead to disqualification.
10. Tailgating or following other cars in an attempt to find the location of the
“Lion” is STRICTLY PROHIBITED, and will result in immediate
disqualification and removal from the game.
11. Stalking outside of people’s homes is also strictly prohibited.
12. The clue must provide meaningful information directing other grades to
the location of the “Lion”.

13. You MAY NOT search for the “Lion” during school hours. The game
officially closes each night at 9:30PM, until the conclusion of school the
next day. This rule applies to parents and alumni as well. Anyone in
violation of this rule will be removed from the game.
14. The breaking of rules will result in disqualification of individuals from the
Hunt for the Lion
15. A second violation of the rules will result in the disqualification of the
entire grade from the Hunt for the Lion.
16. The purpose of this game is to follow the clues and discover the location
of the “Lion.” Work together with your classmates and have fun. But DO
NOT ruin this game by circumventing the spirit of the competition.
WINNING:
We will keep a running tally of which grade finds the “Lion” most often,
AND, who brings it to the Homecoming Luau on Friday, January 27th. The last
team to hold the “Lion” gets a 100-point bonus. If any questions or issues arise,
please text Mr. Warren.
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